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INTRODUCTION 
n 
Purpose 
The work which is described in the following thesis was done 
for the purpose of extending the usefulness of the scintillation 
spectrometer and for the purpose of obtaining information on the 
decay schemes of particular isotopes whose analysis would be 
difficult or impossible with any other existing tools. Scintilla-
tion crystals have already been used successfully to determine 
beta-ray shapes and to measure simple coincidences; here, their 
use is extended to quantitative measurements of coincidence rates 
between particular nuclear particles and to quantitative measure-
ments of intensities. 
Ta 182 and Ce 141 were the isotopes chosen for study: Ta 182 
because it shoxved many peculiarities in its radiation, Indicating 
an unusual and complex decay scheme and Ce 141 because it was the 
subject of three recent publications which disagreed in several 
respects. Both Isotopes were a good test of the usefulness of the 
scintillation sDectrom^ter. 
1 
Procedure 
The procedure was first to analyse in detail the response 
of the crystals to gamma rays, nlice the application of a scin-
tLllation spectrometer depends so critically upon the properties 
i /-~"j*«T-T*rT-i ™ *«---»-j;i- ,^T'#/iT„^nvt5Ty-rv^TfjKTr-i"ff*TiriTi'i\'^ 
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of the scintillating crystal. This entailed straightforward, but 
tedious, calculations based upon well-established radiation theory. 
Following this, equipment was designed and constructed for making 
the quantitative measurements of coincidences between particular 
nuclear particle 3. 
The results of the investigation demonstrate a very useful 
extension in the application of scintillation spectrometers. It 
has been found quite feasible and convenient to measure coincidence 
rates between particular nuclear particles while discriminating 
out other radiation which obscures the results If measured in non-
discriminating detectors. 
Results 
The results of the Ta 182 investigation did not lead to 
the proposal of a decay scheme, since the problem was too complex 
to solve xv'ith scintillation spectrometers. To determine the decay 
scheme will require the use of two very high resolution spectrom-
eters operating in coincidence and probably will require additional I 
theoretical Information on energy level spacing. However, several 
numbers and relationships were determined which indicate the gen- ( 
eral nature of the decay scheme and eliminate many of the former 
possibilities. It is found to consist of a 525 kev beta leading 
to a cascade of several low energy gammas with two parallel high 
energy gammas and in addition a lower energy beta leading to a 
cascade of several low energy gammas with one high energy gamma-
»i.ss'v.w *« ii'j*i«v- . ^ *n »!•••,)L». >: -. i»«s-"-i-v.mvmt'J-"^ /.r.jv.^ ". ^ v*i'}v*.ji*,"-.i-i?i".r4iv*.»-^ ,tYtT<*i~ i B ^ » . m ^ - < * • vi»*^Mff»s>. \".r*^&*,rw&t^xzt^txr*?c~TL^&ir^>rxLi*r,y3iy-+fl''i 
3 
i 
"1 
t 
ti 
ti The results of the Ce 141 investigation cleared up the 
J 
J disagreements among the earlier results and led to the decay scheme, 
'i 
showing the daughter nucleus, Pr 141, to have two levels above the 
ground state, at 145 kev and 315 kev. Ce 141 beta decays to all 
three levels, followed by prompt gamma transitions from the excited 
Pr levels. Estimates of branching ratios and conversion coeffi-
cients have been made from measuring the beta spectrum and estimates 
of the spins have been made following Mrs. Mayer's theory. 
1 
M 
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CHAPTER I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A SCINTILLATION SPECTROMETER 
k 
l*i 
\> 
t? 
I 
i 
! 
ii 
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Brief History 
One of the earliest methods of detecting nuclear particles 
was to observe the scintillations they caused in certain materials 
such as zinc sulfide. Only limited use was made of this method, 
hoxvever, since geiger counters were so much easier to use. Now, 
two recent developments have caused a great revival In this method 
of detection. They are the discovery by Kallman (l) of a new group 
of scintillating materials and the development of photomultipliers 
which very conveniently register the scintillations. Kallman showed 
that certain organic crystals such as anthracene, give lqrge, rapid 
pulses of light when they absorb nuclear particles- It was promptly 
shown by many following Investigators that the amount of light 
liberated is in direct proportion to the energy absorbed, if the 
particles are gammas or betas. The pulse height from the photo-
multiplier, consequently, Is a direct measure of the energy de-
livered to the crystal, with the exception that heavier ionizing 
particles, such as alphas, depart somewhat from this proportion-
ality. Very fex»r ways of measuring these energies exist, and these 
usually have very low sensitivities, so the crystal promised to be 
a very important addition. Many investigations of possible crystalsi; 
1 
for this purpose were launched. The results of this work, as of 
April 1, 1950, are summarized in Table 1-1 by R. Hofstadter (2): 
' J I T )V Jl •Ji^ S I W T t T i i^T 1 > • 1 £ W . / T C>»V1J *• - T»-»: i-t"n3P*T»-—vw*».*a,*s'V»k ? r r t , * M « * — r*r^i r-^XtA . * «tCM.7^- ,3M -r*.T^ ( f -T?T"V"W\» 
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T a b l e 1-1 
Some P r o p e r t i e s of C r y s t a l s S u i t a b l e f o r Use i n a 
S c i n t i l l a t i o n S p e c t r o g r a p h 
M a t e r i a l Emmlss ion
 R
^
a J 5 : V € 
Lines 1 J??J 
y i e l d 
Decay constant 
10"° second Notes 
Anthracene 
Stilbene 
Phenanthrene 
Dlbenzyl 
Terphenyl 
Naphthalene 
Nal (TI) 
KI(T1) 
Csl (TI) 
L1I (Tl) 
CdW04 
CaW04 
ZnS (Ag) 
4400 1.000 
4200 
4080 
4100 
4300 
3520 
3710 
3900 
4050 
4300 
3450 
4100 
4100 
4100 
4100 
5200 
4300 
blue 
.6 
.3 
.6 
.6 
1.3 
2.0 
.5 
1.5 
1.0 
2.0 
1.0 
2.0 
0.8 
1.6 
1.2 
c 6 
25 
over 100 
over 100 
over 100 
long 
long 
over 1000 
Hard to groxv the 
c r y s t a l s 
Extremely hard to 
grow 
Rugged crystals 
Hygroscopl c 
Hygroscopl c 
Only small crys-
tals available 
Only very small 
crystals or 
powder available 
Several liquids have been found to scintillate (3). These 
have the great advantage of allowing large clear sections to be 
used, resulting in greatly increased stopping pox-/er without loss of 
light. They are solutions of the organic scintillators listed in 
Table 1-1, and were not used in the present work for reasons out-
lined below. 
Advantages,, of the. Scintillation Spectrometer 
The following points will summarize the reasons for the 
great interest in using scintillation crystals to detect and measure 
nuclear" radiations: 
1. They have far greater efficiency for detectinp- gamma radiation 
than any previous method. 
2. They are far faster than geiger tubes in their response and 
recovery, so that they can be run at enormously higher counting 
rates. 
3. For non-heavily ionizing particles, the response is proportional 
to the energy liberated In the crystal, within moderate limits, 
so their sensitivity can be limited to particles delivering that 
energy, excluding other radiation thut may be present. 
i 4. Their efficiency can be computed with some accuracy. This is a 
f 
, property that will be extensively used In the present investiga-
tions. 
! 
' Construction of the Spectrometer 
i | 
In designing a scintillation spectrometer, the first step is . 
picking the crystal best suitea for the particular radiation and i 
1
 purpose in hand. This consists of making the best compromise among 
U 
~T- (1JJ.U V 
7 
t -
i ? 
\\ such factors as, a) amount of l igh t l ibera ted in the region v i s ib le 
! to the photomultlplier avai lable , b) speed of the s c i n t i l l a t i o n , 
i! 
.i c) stopping power for the radiation expected, d) size and clarity \> 
of the crystal that Is obtainable 
The resolution of the spectrometer is fairly low under the 
best of conditions, so every effort is directed toward improving it, 
consistent with maintaining its high efficiency of detection. One 
Important limitation on the resolution is the statistical spread in 
the number of photoelectrons liberated at the photo surface, so that 
it is highly desirable to make this number as large as possible. 
The problem of transferring the light from inside the crystal to 
the photosurface has been greatly aided by the end-window photo-
multipliers (RCA 5819 and EMI 5311) that have recently been made 
available. With these it Is possible to cement the crystal directly 
to the glass that supports the photosurface, and then surround the 
crystal xirith a reflective casing that returns a large fraction of 
\)\ the light that is emitted in directions away from the surface. 
C j 
i! In the work to be described, the choice of crystal from 
;/i among those listed in Table 1-1 was very easy. It was desired to 
h 
;j investigate some reactions Involving gamma radiation, so that high 
:| gamma sensitivity was desired. Since gamma sensitivity Increases 
''! 
' enormously with Z, this consideration limited the choice to one of 
the last seven crystals listed. Another consideration was the de-
-\ sire to get the best resolution possible in using the crystal as a 
?! spectrometer. This required getting the largest amount of light 
, from the crystal vjithin some allox^able collecting time. This 
I 
\ col lect ing time was l imited at most to a few microseconds by a 
if 
Ik 
•s &z r~*--K-t^" -* T ^ . ( . - ' V - * L --'-"•"u-.-t.. - - *_( J^..j '. i.^f. ,vi-i) v \*- »>*i-WL*.Mirwv*-.!rt*st—-+r »-r\~ .r* «—•. • <-,*y-v\w ^ -r vr>**,* -...n- - i * *ti« ' . ' j a v - m - . v *t-c*-r.<.* , n « •«: V i f . A , ' T . P V M J - _ wn. i i 's . ) i iy«/rTS'«l 
I des i re for high counting r a t e s , so t ha t the p o s s i b i l i t i e s were « 
1
 l imi ted to one of the iodide c r y s t a l s . Since Nal (Tl) was r e a d i l y y-
obtainable in l a rge c lear p ieces and had the f a s t e s t response, t h i s « 
1
 was, and i s , by fa r , the bes t ava i l ab le c r y s t a l for a gamma spec-
]trometer . I t probably w i l l be only a matter of time u n t i l a super- , 
' s 
Iior scintillator for gamma measurements will be developed, however. 
Ideally, to be superior it will have a higher Z, shorter decay time 5 
j and liberate a greater amount of light . 
i At other times it was desired to measure electron and beta 'i 
' energies with minimum sensitivity to gamma radiation. For this ' 
j purpose, the above considerations led clearly to thin crystals of . 
"i \ 
,! anthracene. : 
i ! 
In the present Investigation, two scintillation spectrometers 
1
 were often used in coincidence. They are particularly stilted to j 
(j this, in view of the large solid angle they can be made to subtend, ' 
their high detection efficiency, and short dead time during a pulse- i 
J For gamma measurements, the choice of the size and shape of the 
, i 
'I Nal c r y s t a l was governed by considera t ions of the mathematics of 
'I coincidence counting and of the process of gamma de t ec t i on . 
! Gamma de tec t ion with Nal c r y s t a l s 
i 
A quantum of gamma energy passing through the crystal may 
give rise to an energetic electron In any of the three well-known 
1
 gamma Interactions: photo effect, Compton effect, or pair produc-
tion. The electron then travels a distance of the order of 0.1 mm 
giving up its energy in various x-rays to the molecules it passes 
i 
among. Some of this energy is ouickly radiated from Inside the 
crystal in the form of 2.0-volt photons which are seen by the photo-
rnultlpller. 
The relative Importance of the three modes of generating the 
moving electrons Is highly dependent upon the energy of the gamma. 
In the present work, the emphasis has been upon the range from 100 
to 1400 kev. Since pair production just begins to be seen as a 
source of scintillation at about 1500 kev (4), It has not been con-
sidered in the folloxving discussion. 
In the range up to 200 kev, the photo effect predominates 
enough that the Compton effect may be disregarded, but in most of 
the range of interest, between 200 and 1400, both effects are im-
portant and must be considered. In Fig. 1-1 are shox^ n the absorb-
tlon lengths for photo and Compton Interactions in the Nal crystal 
as calculated from data taken from Heitler (5). (By absorbtion 
length is means the function of energy, L, in the relation betxireen 
intensity, I, and distance, x, given by I « exp x/L). From the 
values shoxvn, It Is evident that energies of less than about 75 kev 
are completely absorbed by crystals 1 mm. thick, but the efficiency 
of detection falls off rapidly with energy thereafter. 
If the incident gamma ray undergoes a photo interaction, 
substantially all the energy of the gamma is transferred to an 
electron, so that the number of 2-^ .rolt photons emitted Is a direct 
measure of the gamma's energy. If the gamma undergoes a Compton 
Interaction, however, only a fraction of the energy is transferred 
to an electron. This amount has been sketched as a probability 
distribution for various gamma energies in Fig. 1-2. These curves 
were computed from the well-verlfled Kleln-Nlshina formula (5). 
fs
*
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This Compton distribution is characterized by a high energy 
peak, which can be used as a measure of the energy of the gamma In 
cases where the photo cross-section is inconveniently small. In 
computing the efficiency of detection of a crystal, it is necessary 
of course, to know exactly what portion of this Compton spectrum is 
in the range accepted by the pulse height selector. When the 
selector is set to look at the Compton peak, it is usually conven-
ient to set the discriminator to Include Just one-eighth of the 
Compton pulses, since this gives a channel xvldth that is very close 
to the width at half maximum of the normal statistical spread of 
mono-energetic scintillations. In Fig. 1-1, the curve for Compton 
peak has been computed on the basis that one-eighth of the Compton 
pulses are detected. The curve labelled "Total Compton, " on the 
other extreme, Is the absorbtion length on the basis that every 
Compton Interaction is registered, regardless of size. 
The energy remaining in the gamma after the Compton Inter-
action may undergo further absorbtion, altering the pulse distribu-
tion shown in Fig. 1-2- The likelihood of this is extremely small 
in crystals of 1 mm. thickness, and quite large In crystals of 
40 mm. thickness. Consequently, the discussion will distinguish 
between "thin" crystals and "thick" crystals. 
Detection Efficiency of Thin Nal 
In crystals of the order of 1 mm. thickness, there is little 
likelihood of a quantum undergoing a second Interaction after an 
initial collision, so that it is a simple matter to compute the 
detection efficiency of these thin crystals from the expression: 
11 
DETECTION EFFICIENCY - 1 - exp~£ 
where x represents the thickness of the crystal In centimeters and 
L is the photo absorbtion length for the given gamma energy. Fig. 
1-3 shows the efficiency of a 1 mm. Nal crystal as It varies xvith 
the energy of the gamma ray. This efficiency is computed on the 
basis that only pulses corresponding to the full energy of the 
gamma are registered by the associated circuitry. If all pulses 
were registered, the efficiency xvould be somewhat higher because 
of the Compton interactions that introduce smaller pulses. 
Also shown In Fig. 1-3 Is the efficiency of a 10 rum. Nal 
crystal in which an allox^ance has been made for the lew pulses 
arising from an Initial Compton interaction followed by a photo 
Interaction. The broken line is to indicate a shift from this over 
to observing the Compton peak. At the higher energies, the Compton 
peak offers greater sensitivity. 
Detection with ThIck Crystal 
Crystals thick enough that an appreciable fraction of the 
scattered photons undergo further interaction have also been used 
in this work. Computing their efficiencies is a much more tedious 
calculation because of the angular distribution of the secondary 
gammas following the Initial scattering. 
It was entireljr too complicated to treat thick crystal re-
sponse in a general manner, so a crystal of specific shape and 
size was chosen on the basis of practical considerations and its 
response to particular energies was computed. 
11a 
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The choice of crystal was guided by the desire for high || 
efficiency of detection without too much los3 of resolution. This 
meant choosing the largest crystal that could be attached to the 
photomultlplier without a substantial loss of light. It xvas felt 
that the crystal could not be made wider than the sensitive area 
of the photomultlplier window xvlthout suffering serious loss from 
scintillations occurring near the edges, so the shape of the crys-
tal was automatically limited to that of a cylinder 35 mm. diameter. 
The height of the cylinder could not be extended very far because 
there is a serious loss of resolution observed x«/ith increase in the 
thickness of the crystal. The cause is probably the presence of a 
slight murklness within the crystal that absorbs some of the light 
imitted.. The thicker the crystal, the more the distance between 
the light source and the photosurface can vary, thus smearing out 
the distribution of pulses. Mclntyre and Hofstadter (6) have shown 
the effect on resolution very clearly by publishing spectra taken 
in two different thicknesses of crystal. They also found their 
resolution was considerably Improved by collimation of the gamma 
rays, taut of course at the expense of a large loss of efficiency 
of detection. 
A thick crystal (35 mm. diameter, 40 mm. length) was used 
in some of the experimental work to follow, and the pulse dlstrlbu- \\\ 
tlon to be expected from an incident energy of 1270 kev, directed ji; 
down the axis of the crystal, was computed with some care. Com- \l 
i •: 
IS 
l\ putlng this pulse distribution was the work of Mr. Robert Baer. |:; 
'
;
-\ ill 
The method will not be described because it is extremely tedious. \<\ 
ti 
hi 
i 
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It is summarized by the graph in Fig. 1-5 of pulse distribution to j;, 
be expected when a statistical spread is included xi/hose half width j: 
at half maximum is //400 E"x-/here E is the energy of the pulse in ;'! 
Mev. This spread is considered the best obtainable from this system)I' 
of crystal and multiplier. An actual curve is given to indicate 
how nearly this calculated curve Is matched by experiment. Unfor-
tunately, no source of a single high energy gamma x\ras available, so 
I the experimental curve is not very comparable 
Coincidence data 
i Sometimes coincidence measurements are made merely to estab-
lish the presence or absence of a sequence of radiations, but often 
| it is possible and desirable to obtain a quantitative measure of the! 
j- degree to which two events are coincident, as in case of measuring 
f! 
f 
f, 
I 
branching ratios and delayed coincidences. Crystals are extremely 
' I-
useful for such measurements, because their efficiency of detection \~' 
I is clearly known as a function of the energy of the Incident par-
I 
tides. 
Coincidence data will usually be presented In this discussion 
as graphs showing the raw data, the computed chance rate and the 
\ "expected rate." The chance rate is computed from the usual rela-
1; tlon: 
]}. N c = t NX N 2 
I-! 
!-! Nc is the coincidence rate due to independent events 
;
:i
 occurring near enough together in time to appear 
•;| simultaneous to the particular recording mechanism 
\; being used. 
N-j_ and Ng are the singles counts per second in each 
detector. i •( 
5'n 
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N a l 
c r y s t a l 
* 
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P h o t o 
mi] t i - i l i c r 
"30 700 kev 
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mult i ' - i l i e r s h a s a f i x e d v a l u e , 
/ A 
T 
S'\-ir measurement as above, but v.'ith crystal only 10 mn thick. Incn.-i'.dn,-; 
thickness of crystol introduce^ 1-^ rpc IOF.S of re so lut i<-,n, but. ^ rcstly irxronsr-s 
efficiency of detection. Individual tubes also h-we varyin,-- ueprees of resolu-
tion, but. this wis not ir.vtrti.--n.ted. 
14 
t is an experimentally measured length of time (resolv-
ing time). This represents the longest time that 
can separate txco pulses and still have them be 
registered as occurring simultaneously. It Is 
measured by pulsing the txvo detectors by strictly 
Independent soxArces which are similar In rates and 
characteristics to the source v.fho se coincidences 
are to be measured. From the measured values of 
Nc, N-j_, and Ng, a value of t is calculated. Any 
changes In the experimental equipment necessitates 
a new evaluation of t, as it is found to vary some-
what with pulse height and type of crystal, as well 
as being strongly Influenced by the method and equip-
ment used in measuring the coincidences. 
The expected rate, Ne, is computed on the basis that a dis-
integration in the source results in two particles simultaneously 
radiating in random directions. This leads to the expression: 
Ne = NPllP22i-Np12p21-h Nc 
N is the number of disintegrations per second In the 
source. 
P-j^  Is the probability of a particle of type 1 being 
registered In detector #1. 
P-,p Is the probability of a particle of type 1 being 
registered in detector #2. This probability can 
often be reduced to negligible size by choice of 
crystal and choice of pulse height accepted by the 
detector. 
Pi 
Computation of P 
The probability of a given nuclear particle being registered 
in a given detector can be computed with some accuracy, and It is 
possible to control this value over wide ranges by the selection of j: 
'I pulse heights. It is just this control that makes the crystal 
;j spectrometer so much better for some purposes than any other detect 
:
' i 
;i or. It can be made, for Instance, highly sensitive to a conversion 
:, j 
:i| electron x^ hlle being very Insensitive to gammas, or highly sen si-
ll tlve to one gamma while quite Insensitive to another. 
15 
The probability, P, is the product of three factors, each of 
which can be independently controlled over fairly wide limits. 
These are the efficiency of detection, E, which has been discussed 
earlier In the chapter; the solid angle fraction, W, subtended by 
the crystal at the source; and the fraction, F, of the pulse dis-
tribution that is accepted by the channel selector. 
P = W E F 
The value of E is taken from the appropriate graphs such as 
Figures 1-3 and 1-4. The fraction F is graphically computed from 
the known channel widths and the pulse distribution which is either 
obtained experimentally or computed. 
Determination of Source Strength 
Having computed a value of the probability of detecting a 
particxilar particle in some particular crystal at a particular 
channel setting, it Is usually possible to obtain a value for the 
rate of disintegrations from the relation: 
N x = N P 
Judgment must be used in applying this method of determining N, 
however, since it can be in error due to other particles contribut-
ing to the counting rate and also due to the particular particle 
observed not being in one-to-one correspondence with the number of 
disintegrations. In practice, generally, these troubles can be 
avoided by a knoxvledge of the particles that are present and choos-
ing one that is not interfered with by the oihers. To know if the 
particle chosen is emitted at every disintegration requires some 
knowledge of the decay scheme. In the absence of such knox<;ledge, 
1 6 I' 
>5 
i: 
i 
the meaning of "N" is redefined to mean the number of that particle 
being formed per second, rather than the number of parent particles !< 
disintegrating. If decay scheme Is known and coincidences exist, P 
can be obtained experimentally In the usual way, as with non-energy 
r 
!; 
discriminating detectors. r 
Choice of Source Strength
 f 
The choice of how strong to make the source in any coinci-
dence experiment is usually a compromise between the desire for r 
reasonably high counting rates and the desire for a good ratio of 
true to chance rates. In cases where the background rates can be | 
neglected, the counting rate of true coincidences Is N t = N ^1X Pgg ; 
in the special case of the model used earlier, and xvhere the detect-' 
ors are sensitive only to their own particular type of radiation. , 
For quantitative results, It Is usually desirable but not necessary i 
to have the ratio of true to chance, 1/tN, to be about 10 or greater, 
j1 
which requires very xveak sources- A value of t = 2 microseconds j 
I' 
is seen to call for a source strength of not more than 50,000 dls- !' 
Integrations per second to maintain this ratio. With this source 11 
strength, the number of coincidences to be expected is obtained \f 
immediately from the knowledge of the probabilities of detection. [ 
In many cases, this rate is found to be undesirably low, and the \ 
f 
true to chance ratio is reduced. I 
17J! 
CHAPTER I I 
EQUIPMENT 
'* A block diagram of a crystal scintillation spectrograph is 
\ shown in Fig. 2-1. The individual circuits involved in i t will be 
described only to the extent that they are specialized to this par-
ticular application. 
The source is customarily a thin layer of radioactive mater-
ial spread on a film of nylon, and extending over an area of perhaps 
2 mm. diameter. It is viewed from nearby by a crystal mounted on 
the end window photomultlplier. Sometimes an absorber is interposed 
to reduce i t s sensitivity tc some one type of radiation while not 
affecting Its sensitivity to the radiation of interest. Th3s has j 
the advantage of reducing the number of pulses that must be handled 
by the circuits. 
r. Phptpmu2^plJ,er_JUxgJJ3-t 
p 
The photomultipliers used in the following experiments x^ rere 
mounted on a chassis that contained a cathode follower acting as the 
pre-amplifier and also contained the bleeder system that determined
 (| 
1
 the voltage on the dynodes. The wiring diagram for these Is shown j 
L |i 
in Fig. 2-2. It is seen that the voltages supplied to the various ' 
dynodes are not the same. The higher voltage on the first steps 
in the multiplier Is used to get maximum numbers of electrons (with-
out over-rating the tube) from the first surfaces where statistical 
fluctuations are most important. 
i! 
"
,
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The cathode folloxver is connected In with a minimum capaci- p 
n 
tance to ground, and is biased high enough that negative pulses as i 
large as 20 volts will be linearly transmitted. J 
High Voltage Supply 
A negative supply was preferred over the usual positive sup-
ply because it alloxv's direct connection betx^een the photomultlplier 
and the cathode folloxtfer, eliminating the usual hi^h voltage block-
ing condenser that is necessary with a positive supply. The objec-
tion to this condenser is that it Introduces a substantial capaci-
tance to ground x\rh3ch diminishes the pulse size and thtt it is a 
possible source of spurious counts. Any small leakage of its 1000 
volts appears as counts in the following circuitry. 
A circuit diagram of the voltage supply built for this pur-
pose is shox\rn In Fig. 2-3. The load on this circuit is moderately 
constant, since it is largely composed of the bleeder resistors on 
the photomult5.plier. As a result, the test of Its reliability was 
its variation with line voltage, rather than variations with load. 
In experiments, the line voltage was hand adjusted to a standard 
value, so that it did not vary more than txra volts during use. There 
vas no ripple when the output was viewed x-d th a scope sensitive to 
|- volt, and variations during a run never exceeded one volt, as 
measured on a potentiometer circuit. 
Linear Amplifier 
The linear amplifiers used were all of the Los Alamos type 
100, as built by Atomic Instrument Co. or by our ox-m shop. These 
accept the negative pulse from the cathode follower, have 
»J»HS!4- -II «i v»J**n e> _ -Tf -T*M*1 C J1JLS Jl 
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1 
[ 
f 
i 
I sufficiently fast rise time to follow the relatively slow pulse from 
i 
I the crystals, and deliver a pulse whose amplification can be set at j> 
J !r 
j any value over a x-d.de range. This Is a standard piece of equipment, 
I so no diagram is appended. 
| 
•\ Channel Selector 
| An electronic channel selector, designed by Dr. S. Frankel 
i | (l), was used in many of the experiments to be described. It can 
i 
I be set to transmit pulses falling between any two desired voltages, 
, i 
"' while not transmitting any other sized pulses delivered to it. 
i 
i 
, i There is a somexvhat indefinite time delay, varying between 0.8 and 
l 
i 1.2 microseconds, between the arrival of the pulse at the channel 
. ' I 
>,J selector and Its delivery to the scaler. 
: 
Another type of channel selector used was one In which the 
''• pulses were presented on an oscilloscope fe.ee as dots at positions 
j 
i | 
j 
i corresponding to the pulse height. The dots appearing at a par-
', i 
;,! ticular height are counted by means of a small end-window photocell 
:i placed aga.inst the oscilloscope face. Or, Instead of the photocell, 
photographs xvrere sometimes taken of the scope face when the count-
ing rates were so sloxv that it was advantageous to do so. When the 
oscilloscope method of selecting pulse heights was used, the pulse 
j from the linear amplifier was changed into a square pulse having 
j 
the same height, but extending longer in time. Figure 2-5 shox-xs 
the pulse lengthener that was designed and built for this purpose. 
• This circuit faithfully preserves the height, but extends the top 
, for a period of 5 microseconds, so that the appearance of the pulse 
! when applied to the X-deflection plates of the oscilloscope Is that 
i 
•rt? .'JKf.r«<'.>wi *r >.rt»^ -j»-r:^ ?Tsi. v i . r ^ •nVTVZrH* fVZtfftr i 
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of a dot at a position along the X-axis that is proportional to the 
energy liberated in the crystal. The rate of the appearance of 
these dots at any particular position along the axis was measured 
by counting the pulses generated in a 1F42 photocell which xvas put 
at the position of interest. The circuit for this cell Is given In 
Figure 2-6. 
In order to get linearity at pulse height needed by the 
oscilloscope (up to 300 volts), a Los Alamos Model 1000 amplifier, 
slightly modified, was used. Its circuit is given in Fig. 2-7. 
Coincidence,, Me asurem en t s 
One of the chief interests in the scintillation spectrometer 
is the ease of having two crystal detectors viexv the same source 
and measure the rate of coincidences between two particular parti-
cles being emitted by the source. An arrangement for doing this is 
shoxvn in Fig. 2-8. The operation is such that one spectrograph 
forms dots on the scope face as described above, except that the 
beam Intensity is turned down to where it is invisible. The other 
spectrometer operates through the electronic channel selector of 
Fig. 2-4 and triggers a circuit that intensifies the oscilloscope 
beam for a period of two microseconds beginning after whatever 
delay It is set for. This delay Is adjusted to compensate for cir-
cuit delays so that when coincident pulses are artificially fed 
into the two spectrographs, the intensifler pulse will occur during 
the flat top of the oscilloscope pulse. 
Fig. 2-9 is a photograph of the two spectrometers viewing a 
source. The crystals are shielded from each other by 8 grams of 
it 
1 J: 
n 
i 
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lead, In this case, to prevent scattering from one crystal to the 
» 
other. The coincidence rates, when fairly high, are counted with j.' 
t 
the photocell described above, but when the rates are so low that
 (
s 
i 
this takes a prohibitive amount of time, the scope face is photo- J, 
i ' 
graphed by a slowly moving film, so that all the pulses are recorded)}1 
instead of Just those of a particular height, and then they are 
manually counted in a microfilm viex^er. Fig. 2-10 is a photograph 
of the data as they appear in the film viewer. The circuit used for 
the intensification, which includes the adjusted time delay, is 
shown in Fi £. 2-11. 
M Crystals That were Used 
For measuring electron energies, where minimum sensitivity 
|to gamma radiation was desired, a clear crystal of anthracene was 
t 
I cemented to the face of the photomultlplier with Canada balsam and 
'I covered with thin aluminum paper as a reflector. These crystals 
were made as thin as they could be and still completely stop the 
electrons being measured, since the thinner they were, the less 
interaction they would undergo x^ ith gammas. In practice, the crys-
tals were all cut to be 3.0 mm. thick and had various diameters of 
i the order of 20 mm. This thickness completely stops electrons up ^ 
i ^ h j to 800 kev. Such crystals are taken as 100^ efficient in register- ] 
i 
ins electrons having energies lying between 70 and 800 kev. The t 
I detection efficiency for gammas varies, of course, with gamma energy 
, and channel xvidth, but It is alx.reys less than Z?°, and usually much 
less. The crystal, photomultlplier and entire associated circuitry 
are calibrated as a unit, using electron emitters having as nearly 
! 1 
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•j: as possible a single, Isolated line of known energy lying in the 
:
: range of interest for a particular problem. Fig. 2-12 shows the 
:•: calibration of one 3 mm. anthracene crystal that was extensively 
% used In the work to be described. Its energies of electron lines 
j;i can be read to within about 10$ or better, varying with energy and 
U '• 
^ amount of collimation. Other Investigators have found considerable 
;i i |i| improvement in resolution when the Incident radiation Is narrowly 
t'l i 
i:;| collimated Into the center of the crystal. This was not done in 
|)| the present work because of the large loss of overall efficiency of 
i'| detection it entails. Such loss of efficiency is very detrimental 
!' i 
ji; to coincidence measurements, which I s one of the chief aims in the 
fh present work. 
li 
jjj For measuring gamma energies, Nal crystals were constructed 
of 1.6, 10 and 40 mm. thickness. They are usually shielded by 
aluminum absorbers of 200 mg/cm^ to make them completely Insensitive 
] to the betas or electrons present in the work described. The loss 
of gamma sensitivity due to these absorbers is less than 2$ and 
has been ignored. Typical calibration curves for gamma measure-
ments are shown in Figures 2-13 and 2-14. 
;< Coincidence Measurements in Lens Spectrograph 
|i The thin lens magnetic beta-ray spectrograph, described in 
>;! detail elsewhere (2, 3), was used In coincidence with a scintilla-
pi; tlon spectrograph in some of the measurements to be described. 
l\ Since operation of the photomultlplier tube that Is associated with 
h\ the crystal Is hampered by the presence of a magnetic field, it was 
;h necessary to locate it in a relatively field-free position. The 
O 9 o 
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first attempt vras to locate the crystal near the source but pipe |, 
j 
the light generated there out of the magnetic field through a Incite! 
i ' 
rod or polished aluminum tubing. The amount of light lost by doing j 
I 
this, however, was found to be great enough to destroy its useful- I 
i 
ness as a spectrograph. The pulses xvere attenuated to where they i,. 
xvere only slightly above the noise level, and could not be sorted j. 
according to size. It was decided that the multiplier tube had to 
be fastened directly to the crystal, and shielded from the magnetic 
field existing there. 
To create a field-free region In which to locate the photo-
multlplier, a coil was designed to generate a magnetic field of 
exactly the same magnitude and opposite direction In a small region 
near the source. Fig. 2-15 shows a scale drawing of the lens spec-
trograph with the bucking coll installed. The three colls are made 
with no ferromagnetic material and they are connected In series, so 
the field should remain constant in shape while its strength is ad- n 
Justed by the current. The specific field strength, in gauss per 
amp°re, has been computed for the axis of the coils in the region of 
the photomultlplier. This has been sketched in Fig. 2-16 for the 
separate effects of the main pair of coils and. for the bucking coll.*', 
They match very well, with the present main coils, but if the numberf 
of turns in the main coils Is increased, as contemplated, it will beij> 
i 
necessary to put proportionally more current through the bucking I 
ceil. The bucking coll now has as many turnE on it as is felt con-
veniently possible to get into the available space xvithout making 
the wire so fine that overheating will be a problem. j. 
i 
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i ^  
The effect of the small remaining field upon the operation j; 
it 
of the crystal spectrograph xvas determined experimentally by mapping [' 
out an electron conversion line wiLh no current and tnen mapping it , 
out with various currents through the coils. It was found that the f 
, position of the peak of the pulse distribution shifted slightly 
I downward with increasing current, to the point where it was 20^ 
I lower at 10 amperes. The xvidth of the pulse dlstrlbut ion was not 
noticeably affected. When the sane readings xvere made with the * 
j 
bucking coil not connected, the peak xvas found to disappear com-
jpletely at about 2.^ amperes, leaving only a scattering of high 
energy pulses (in this case, 172 kev), and with Increasing current, | 
t> 
these pulses diminished to zero by the time the current reached s 
( 
I about 4.5 amperes. '< 
, 
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CHAPTER III 
1
 NUCLEAR ENERGY LEVELS IN W 182 
; (FROM 117 d Ta 182 beta) 
i 
i A literature survey showed some Interesting and unusual 
; features In the radiations from Ta 182. For instance, there is 
j about 2 Mev available, but all the beta radiation is loxv energy and 
• theiie is a group of high energy gammas accompanying a large group 
j of loxv energy gammas, xvlth no intermediate values. The decay scheme 
leading to this radiation should be very Informative and revealinr/. 
The following x-rork develops nexv information on this scheme by using 
two crystal spectrometers, operating In coincidence, and by using 
a crystal spectrometer in coincidence with the thin lens spectro-
graph. Although a number of facts are established concerning the 
decay scheme, it has not been possible to prove a unique and relia-
ble set of energy levels. More Information, requiring spectrometers 
* 
of much greater resolution, Is needed for this. 
Prior State of Knoxvledge, 
H 
>;j The results of previous investigations into the radiation 
W 
•<| from Ta 192 show tha t i t c o n s i s t s of be t a decay, of 117 day ha l f -
I l i f e , accompanied by numerous gamma r a y s . A weak 16-mlnute a c t i v -
i 
'! ity, with 220 kev beta, is also present In the nexvly Irradiated 
' tantalum. It appears to be a higher, metastable, state of Ta 182 
'i ( i ) . 
H 
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Beach, Peacock and Wilkinson (2) have published a beta-ray 
spectrum measured in their 180° spectrometer and find a strong beta 
of 525 kev end point, xvith a possible second beta at about 250 kev. 
They could not get a clear cut reading on this lower beta because 
of the numerous conversion electrons in this region. 
The gamma energies have been the subject of at least five 
investigations which definitely establish thirteen prominent gammas 
and n number of additional xveak ones. Table 3-1 summarizes the 
i 
. prior work on the determination of these gamma energies. In this 
| table, the column headed "DuMond11 refers to unpublished measure-
*j ments by J. W. M. DuMond with a txvo-meter curved quartz crystal 
I gamma ray spectrometer. Column 2 lists unpublished measurements 
Jj by R. D. Hill in his 180° fixed field beta spectrometer, observing 
j internal conversion lines. Column 3 lists measurements of Beach, 
'.| Peacock and Wilkinson (2) using their 180° spectrometer and observ-
i ing both conversion electrons and photo electrons from an uranium 
i 
J radiator. Column 4 lists measurements by Cork et.al. (3, 4) of con-
;| version electrons. Column 5 lists measurements by Goddard and Cook 
i 
</ (5) in their 180° spectrograph in xvhich they look at photo lines 
4| 
> from two different radiators. The disagreements in a fev; of the 
i 
! values listed arise from differences in opinion on how to interpret 
s ; 
'; the numerous electron lines observed, so that different gamma ener-
i' gies are assigned to the same electron line by different observers. 
K> Other disagreements arise from difference in efficiency of detec-
| tion of the various observers. Those depending upon conversion 
. i 
i 
•; electrons may miss slightly converted gammas and likewise those 
» 
< 
IT-. L"V-JJ» isir Ki-vass-T-r i*n+*-int^Tsxnci wraui-ur-
Table 3-1 
A Summary of the L i te ra ture on the Gamma Radiation 
from Ta 182 
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/j DuMond Hi l l Beach Cork Goddard 
Jj 1224.6 
\\ 1139.0 
' 1121.0 
:;j 264 .03 
I! 229.27 
II 222.05 
ill 198.28 
I 179.36 
152.43 
this 
range 
not 
exam ' d 
by DuM. 
264 
229 
113 
101 
74 
66 
1237 
1219 
1133 
324 
299 
290 
264 
255 
243 
222 
198 
172 
165 
157 
141 
132 
122 
112 
98 
82 
262.3 
228 
221.1 
197.5 
178.4 
151.5 
113.2 
99.8 
84.4 
74.8 
67.2 
65.3 
58.4 
46.0 
1230 
1190 
1120 
261 
220 
209 
180 
151 
103 
84 
71 
-
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depending upon photo electrons xvlll not see highly converted 
quanta. No measurements on conversion ratios have been reported, 
i 
i 
and no coincidences either. 
Figure 3-1 gives the gamma spectrum compiled from the five 
Investigations listed in Table 3-1. The intensities shoxvn are very 
rough and Inserted only to Incorporate the scattered, qualitative 
information available in these references. 
Nuclear energy levels are the quantities of primary Interest 
here, and the presence of constant differences in the gamma ener-
gies give some help In mapping out the levels. Using these con-
stant differences alone, Cork has published two proposals (3) (4) 
for the decay scheme. His proposals omit the three high energy 
,! 
ti ? 
,!' gammas and have no corroborative support beyond the energy di f f er-
11 
i ences among the gammas he measured by conversion electrons. His |i| 
H most recent proposal is sketched in Fig. 3-2a to illustrate the 
<"( complexity of this isotope. 
Reason for the Present Investigation 
Since previous efforts at setting up a decay scheme were 
blocked by lack of a way to fit the three high energy gammas Into 
a consistent system, it xvas felt that the crystal spectrometer, 
with Its much greater efficiency for detecting the gammas, could be j* 
t< 
used for detecting the coincidence relations among the high energy '$ 
gammas and the known beta. Little information about the many low 
 
energy gammas was expected because they would appear as a continuum 
to the low resolving power of the crystals. However, by determin-
ing the high energy transitions, it xvas hoped that the loxv energy 
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baseu entirelv oi. energy aifferer.ce, 
with no information or. intensities 
or coinriutnces. Trie solid lint? 
indicate mammas he sees and the 
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which he sees with lir.. rertnint;, . 
These energies 'ire known \ itii ?-reat 
precision, so that the.a" re few 
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up many more encrry levels than 
shown here. 
transitions could be fitted in xvith some degree of uniqueness. 
Also, it was worth while to get more data on this pecxiliar case 
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Summary of Results: |f 
[ ii 
The spectrometer xvas used to determine a number of coinci-
dence relationships in this ultra-complex Isotope xvhich could have 
been done only with energy sensitive detectors. Any proposed decay 
scheme must be consistent with these newly established relation-
ships in addition to fitting energy values that xvere already known: 
1. The three high energy gammas are. parallel. 
2. Both the 1189 and the 1121 kev gammas are In cascade xvith the 
525 kev beta. 
3. The 1225 kev gamma is not coincident with any beta over 300 kev. 
4. The 66 and 179 kev gammas are not coincident with any beta over 
300 kev. 
5. The 74 and 101 kev gammas are coincident with the 525 kev beta. 
No decay scheme has been proposed to incorporate these rela-
tionships because in attempting to set one up, it has been found 
several can be drawn which satisfy the energy and coincidence re-
quirements and all have about equal Intuitive appeal. There are 
many peculiarities present. One is the difficulty of knoxving xvhere 
In the cascade of gammas to fit the high energy ones. If they pre-
cede the loxv gammas, it is odd that so many loxv lying levels exist 
« without a high energy beta being detectable. The log ft value for 
j the 525 kev, 117 day beta Is 8.0, already forbidden (first), al-
though it has an alloxved Fermi shape. On the other hand, if the 
fp--; 
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high energy gammas follow the IOXJ gammas, the existence of fairly 
closely sj>aced levels so high xvould be peculiar. 
Before a reliable scheme can be proposed, further investiga-
tion is necessary. Such Investigation xvould need the use of two 
high-resolution spectrographs operating In coincidence, so that 
each gamma is resolved and systematically measured with respect to 
its coincidence with the other radiation. This would require a long 
time for the data-taking, but xvould probably be well worthwhile and 
would probably lead to a unique, definite set of energy levels. 
Another peculiar feature is the presence of the 16-minute 
Isomer of Ta 182, presumably 3 of 4 units of spin from the 117 day 
level. The low energy beta reported to accompany It would Indicate 
still greater complication at the high excited levels of W 182. 
Further study of this 16-mlnute activity xvould probably be very 
fruitful. Particularly, it would be interesting to look for the 
high energy beta one xvould expect. 
ExperImental Procedure 
The Ta 182 source used xvas obtained from the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory where it xvas manufactured in the pile by a one-
month irradiation of natural tantalum in the form of metallic pew-
it der. Tantalum occurs as IQOfo Ta 161, so the radioactivity in the 
fj sample is presumed to be pure Ta 182. This is confirmed by the 
\\ 
f\ absence of any halflife other than the one of 117 days and one of 
SI 16 minutes (which had thoroughly disappeared before the folloxvlng 
?• jj experimental xvork xvas undertaken) and by the mul t ip l e co inc idences . 
\\ 
I t I s s t i l l p o s s i b l e t h a t some low energy gammas are contaminants . 
J : -
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Sources were prepared for this work by sprinkling the metal-
lic powder on a thin nylon film and then sealing It over xvith an-
other nylon film. A number of sources of various strengths were 
prepared this way. The layer of poxvder xvas In all cases thin 
enough to be transparent and in the weaker sources It was invisible. 
Attempts xvere made to dissolve the tantalum and evaporate the soln 
on the thin films but It xvas found very difficult to get enough 
activity into solution to be useful. Further, the solvents used, 
concentrated HF and concentrated sulfuric acid, usually broke the 
supporting nylon films, although they had been coated with the 
usual LC 600. When the sources made from the metallic powder xvere 
used in the lens spectrograph, they were apparently thin enough to 
give all the resolution expected of this apparatus. 
The gamma spectrum of Ta 182, as seen by the 40 mm. Nal 
crystal, Is shown In Fig. 3--3. The photo peaks of the three high 
energy gammas merge into a single peak. These lines could not be 
resolved upon repeated examination with this crystal. In addition 
to this, the Compton peaks of the three gammas form a clear peak in 
the spectrum. The counting rates below a level of about 400 kev 
Increase enormously. By moving the source to greater distances, 
this low energy gamma spectrum was mapped out, but it showed no 
detail in the xvay of pealcs. By measuring the area under the curve 
and allowing for the change In sensitivity with energy, it xvas pos-
sible to estimate that there were approximately four low gammas 
for every high one. 
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Coincidences Among These High Energy ..Gammas 
The first use of the thick crystal was to determine if coin-
cidences occurred among the three high energy gammas. This xvas 
done by looking for coincidences in the same crystal. Pulses txvice 
as high as those forming the photo peak in the singles curve could 
mean only that two gammas entered simultaneously or that some higher 
gamma was present. Using the single crystal in this way has several 
advantages: It gives the best resolving time the crystal is capable 
of, the electronics is greatly simplified, since there can be no 
doubt about the alignment of the two channels, better geometry Is 
possible, and It allows use of the best single crystal. 
Counting rates in the region xvhere these pulses are to be 
1 expected are shown in Fig. 3-4, In which the geometry is the same 
| as that shown in Fig. 3-3. The computed chance rate (fallowing pro-
cedure outlined in Chapter I) and the computed rate for one-third 
ji of the gammas in coincidence xvith another third are sketched at the 
position where the coincidences xvould be expected. 
The coincidence rate is less than 10/£ of the rate expected 
if one-third of the counts were truly In simultaneous coincidence 
| xvith another third. Since these gammas are knoxvn to be approximate-
i 
ly equally intense, it is concluded that no two of the three are 
| simultaneously emitted, and if they are in delayed coincidence, then!| 
•A \i 
the lifetime must be greater than 3 microseconds. ;: 
Estimation of this lower limit of lifetime is based on the 
I pulse shape. The pulse is formed by light which decays approxi-
mately exponentially with a time constant of 0.25 microsecond, 
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creat ing a charge on a condenser - res i s t ance netxvork of time constant 
0.5 microsecond. As a r e s u l t , the vol tage of the pu lse v a r i e s with 
time according to the usua l d i f f e r e n t i a l equation for t h i s so r t of 
groxvth and decay: 
dt RC 
Whose so lu t ion In t h i s case i s 
V = e - 2 t - e - 4 t 
Plotting this function gave a curve very close to the pulse 
shape as observed on an oscilloscope.. It remains above 85Jj£ of Its 
maximum height for 0.4 microsecond. This is ts-ken as the greatest 
delay possible between two pulses for them to appear as a single 
large pulse In the recording mechanism. Since the observed rate xvas 
10/9 or less, this time of 0.4 microseconds must represent no more 
than about 10$ of a l/e lifetime, or a half life of 3 microseconds. 
The absence of gamma-gamma coincidences among the high energy 
gammas xvas checked by looking at the Ta 182 source xvith two separate 
crystals operating in coincidence. The coincidence rate was found 
equal to the rate obtained by artificially pulsing one of the coun-
ters at the same rate. Thus the above conclusion is confirmed that 
these high energy gammas are not coincident. 
.Coincidences Between Beta and Gamma 
The next question to be considered xvas to determine the 
coincidences between these high energy gammas and the 525 kev beta. 
Fortunately there was a region at the high end of the beta spectrum 
xvhere there xvere no conversion electrons or other beta radiations. 
34 
A thin anthracene c r y s t a l was used to look a t a p a r t of t h i s range 
in coincidence xvith the la rge Nal c r v s t a l . The e l ec t ron spectrum 
as observed by the anthracene c r y s t a l i s shown In Fig . 3-5 . Pulses '" 
in the region between t r e s o l i d l i n e s were viewed on the scope face 
as they were i n t e n s i f i e d by coincident counts occurr ing in the l a r^e 
Nal c rys ta l and channel led throurh t r e pulse he ight s e l e c t o r . 
The source s t r eng th xvas computed to be 35,000 be ta d i s i n t e -
grat ions p»r second from the be ta counting r a t e of 235 counts per 
I ' 
eecond. The anthracene counter d e t e c t i n g the b e t a s subtended a hilf-j 
j i 
a n g l e of 4 5 ° , so t h a t t h e g e o m e t r i c a l e f f i c i e n c y xvas 0 . 1 5 . The frac-[, 
t i o n of t h e who le b e t a s p e c t r u m v i e w e d xvas g r a p h i c a l l y e s t i m a t e d t o 
be . 0 5 , by a s s u m i n g a l l o w e d Fer r r i d i s t r i b u t i o n and t h e e f f i c i e n c y 
of m e a s u r i n g a b e t a when i t s t r u c k t h e c r y s t a l was t a k e n t o bo 1 . 0 0 . 
The c o u n t i n g r a t e i n t h e NaT c r y s t a l , when t h e c h a n n e l d i s -
c r i m i n a t o r was s e t t o t a k e a l l t h e p u l s e s i n t h e p h o t o p e a k , xvas 
m e a s u r e d a t 440 c o u n t s p e r s e c o n d . The computed number of gammas, 
N, from t h e r e l a t i o n N-^  - N E F g i v e s a v a l u e of 6 1 , 0 0 0 hi p-h e n e r g y 
gammas b e i n g e m i t t e d p e r s e c o n d . The v a l u e s u s e d b e i n g : 
E - 0 .C4 
F ~ l . C 
N-j_ = 440 
- 0 . 1 9 
This is Interpreted as showin" that there are distinctly 
more high energy gammas than there are 525 kev betas. The calcula-
tions involved too many approximations to attach quantitative mean-
, ing to the 73?£ excess, but the qualitative excess is considered very 
i 
i real. 
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Coincidences between the beta and the gamma detectors were 
then measured, giving the following data: 
Measured rate 1.8 counts per second 
Computed chance rate .51, 
Net observed rate 1.5 
The coincidence rate expected on the basis that there is a 
gamma coincident witn every beta was computed, giving the value 1.7 
The close agreement here is Interpreted to prove that there JL_s a 
high energy gamma coincident with every high energy beta. 
The Information that has been obtained up to this point can 
be summarized: 
1. Three high energy gammas of approximately equal Inten-
sity are present. 
2. These ganmas are not in cascade (unless delayed, xvhich 
Is unlikely). 
3. There are only about two-thirds as many high energy 
betas as there are high energy gammas. 
4. There is a high energy ganrr.a coincident with each 
high energy beta. 
1 V. 
!? 
This information Indicates that the decay scheme is something 
of the form sketched In Fig. 3-6. The remaining work was done xvith 
this tentative scheme in mind, attempting to get further informa-
tion with xvhich to fill it in. Particularly it was aimed at deter-
mining xvhich two gammas are coincident with the 525 beta, looking 
i\ for the loxver energy beta exoected to be- coincident with the re-
,ij 
?' mainlng gamma, and determining as many further coincidence rela-
p 
|| tlons among the many lower energy gammas as possible. 
.;! To determine which of these gammas are in coincidence, the 
u 
}\ above experiment was continued xvith a r e l a t i v e l y narrow channel 
36 
viewing the pulse distribution in the Nal crystal. Typical data 
obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 3-7. This curve was re-
peated three times, giving higher coincidence counting rates and 
less sharp a peak, but substantially this same result: Showing 
nothing conclusive but clearly Indicating that the highest energy 
gamma is the one not in coincidence. Repeating this experiment xvas 
found of no help In making this assignment of the coincident gammas 
any more certain. Because of its importance in developing the de-
cay scheme, greater resolution of these gammas xvas desired. This 
was obtained by looking at the conversion electrons of the gammas 
with the thin lens spectrograph when It xvas equipped with the mag-
netically shielded crystal spectrograph as described In Chapter II. 
The spectrum of the conversion lines from the high energy 
gammas is shown in Fig. 3-8, as it is seen by the thin lens spec-
trograph. In this figure is shown the spectrum as taken in the con-
ventional way, uylng a strong source, and also as obtained with the 
bucking field applied, but using a much xveaker source. It is ap-
parent that there is a small shift in the calibration as a result 
of the presence of the additional magnetic field. There is also 
considerably better resolution in this case, but this Is attributed 
to the source being thinner and more uniformly spread on the sup-
porting film. Whether this was the case or whether the bucking 
field actually Improved the resolution was not investigated. 
The strength of the source used in this experiment was chosen 
?| to be the xveakest possible but still shoxving distinct peaks above 
h background. The fraction of the beta spectrum used in coincidence 
1 
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was taken as large as possible to Increase the coincidence counting j 
rate, but be^-ig careful not to accept any of the conversion lines. 
This fraction Is shewn between the broken lines in Fig. 3-5, and 
has graphically been estimated at 12$ of the entire beta spectrum. 
The geometric efficiency of the anthracene crystal and 
source mounting was 0.08 in this case. This lower value was ac-
cepted because it xvas felt better to locate the source about 2 cm. 
from the crystal so that It would be in a place where some magnetic 
field existed. The counting rate of the anthracene crystal was 
11,700 counts per second. The chance coincidence rate was experi-
mentally determined to be 9-7 counts for every 1000 random pulses 
in the lens1s geiger counter. When the lens counter is actually In 
coincidence, the additional number of coincidences is computed to 
be 9.6 per 1000 pulses. When sitting on a peak In the conversion 
spectrum, almost one-half the counts are background, so the coinci-
dence counting rate can be expected to be only about 50$ greater 
than the non-coincident rates. The data obtained are shown in 
Fig. 3-9. The coincidence rates observed are about 20$ higher than 
the rates expected from the measured chance rate. This is attrib-
uted to the fact that the high background rate xvas not Independent 
but was substantially due to scattered radiation from the source, 
and because so many radiations xvere in coincidence. ! 
i 
These result?, although giving a spotty curve, show that the 
I highest of the three gammas is not coincident and that the loxver 
] two are, thus confirming the findings in the crystal. 
1 
; The next step taken in the lens spectrograph was to look at 
lower energy regions of the beta spectrum, xvith the hope of locating 
I 
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an energy where the high gamma would come into coincidence. This 
was first tried xvith the channel selector, but the beta counting 
rates were too great for It to handle. It was next tried with just 
a bias discriminator, which could handle the counts but then the 
chance rate became so high that it masked any coincidences that 
might have been observed. No results xvere obtained in this attempt 
to locate a loxver beta coincident xvith the high gamma. Neither Its 
presence nor its absence could be verified. 
While the lens spectrograph xvas set up xvith the anthracene 
crystal, a weaker source was used and the xvhole spectrum was sur-
veyed for coincidences wi th the high energy beta. This resulted in 
being able to say certain electron lines xvere coincident and cer-
tain others were not, taut most of the lines seen by other investiga-
tors could not be resolved in the singles spectrum of the lens 
spectrograph. It xvas hoped that lines not resolvable In the singles 
spectrum might become so in coincidence, but no case of this xvas 
discovered. The data are plotted In Figs. 3-10 and 3-11, along 
with the singles spectrum and the computed locations of lines from 
the well-established gammas. In this range there are many more 
electron lines seen in high resolution spectrographs. These have 
not been sketched in because they are weaker and have not been un-
ambiguously assigned to gamma energies. 
The chance rate is quite small in this case, so that sub-
tracting it would not appreciably alter the curves shown. The 
values could be presented In terms of coincidences per single, and 
such a graph xvas drawn, but no additional details were evident from 
it. Composite peaks xvere not resolved any better. 
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A summary of these results Is given in Table 3-2, In as far 
as they show presence or absence of coincidence with the high ener-
gy beta. This lists all the low energy gammas considered well es-
tablished by the xvork summarized in Table 3-1, with the location of 
their conversion lines in the lens spectrograph. A blank space here 
Indicates that the line xvas found very weak or absent by the ear-
lier investigators. When the value Is underlined, it is to indi-
cate that the line has been resolved in our lens spectrograph. The 
other lines were not seen above the beta spectrum. In the next 
column Is a qualitative statement indicating the degree of conver-
sion as Judged from the prominence of the gamma line in DuMond1s 
work compared to the prominence of the conversion lines seen in the 
various beta spectrographs. Following this Is a column that sum-
marizes results of the present coincidence measurements. Spaces 
are left blank where the background counting rate was such as to 
make it impossible to make a determination of coincidence. 
Except for the three loxv lines indicated, no information xvas 
obtained from this procedure. Since the higher lines were unota-
servable In the singles, It was not surprising that no significant 
coincidence data was obtained on them. 
•| Further experimental work done on Ta 182 was: 
•u 1. To use scintillation spectrometers to look for the loxv energy 
j beta that Is coincident with the 1225 kev gamma. No unique con-
\ elusions were reached. 
;i 2. To use the lens spectrograph to look for the low energy beta in 
:i coincidence with a crystal spectrograph. No conclusions xvere 
,1 reached due to the high counting rates masking any possible 
<' coincidence data-
40 
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Use Na l c r y s t a l s t o l o o k f o r gamma-gamma c o i n c i d e n c e s i n t h e loxv 
e n e r g y r e g i o n . No c o n c l u s i o n s xvere r e a c h e d b e c a u s e of t h e l a r g e 
number of c o i n c i d e n c e s o b t a i n e d n o t b e i n g a s s i g n a b l e t o any de f -
i n i t e gamma e n e r g y . The l a r g e number of gammas p r e s e n t I n t h i s 
r e g i o n a o p e a r e d a s a c o n t i n u u m t o t h e c r y s t a l s , even i n t h e 
c o i n c i d e n c e s p e c t r u m . 
To u s e Na l c r y s t a l s t o l o o k a t low gamma-high gamma c o i n c i d e n c e s . 
T h e r e xvas no r e s o l u t i o n of e i t h e r g r o u p , b u t I t xvas d e t e r m i n e d 
t h a t t h e r e xvere a b o u t t h r e e t i m e s a s many low gammas a s t h e r e 
xvere h i g h e n e r g y gammas. 
ii> 
i 
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T a b l e 3 - 2 r' 
Summary of C o i n c i d e n c e I n f o r m a t i o n Between t h e P r o m i n e n t 
Loxv E n e r g y Gammas a n d t h e 525 k e v B e t a i n Ta 182 
Gamma 
e n e r g y 
66 
74 
101 
113 
152.4 
179.4 
198-3 
222.0 
229.3 
2.64.0 
Degree of 
Conversion 
high 
high 
high 
med 
v. low 
high K 
low 
v . l ow 
low 
low 
L o c a t i o n o f con -
v e r s i o n l i n e s i n 
t h i n l e n s s p e c . 
K L 
. 8 8 
1 . 0 5 
1 .70 
1 . 
2 . 
2 , 
2 
8 5 
0 2 
08 
3 4 
1 . 1 5 
1 . 2 4 
1 .50 
1 . 6 1 
1 . 9 2 
2 . 1 4 
2 . 2 8 
2 . 4 8 
2 -70 
Are t h e y c o i n -
c i d e n t xvith 
t h e 525 k e v 
b e t a ? 
no 
y e s 
y e s 
no ? 
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CHAPTER IV 
NUCLEAR ENERGY LEVELS IN Pr 141 
(FROM 30 d Ce 141 beta) 
In recent publications on the decay scheme of Ce 141, there 
have been several disagreements as to the coincidence relatione 
among the radiations. This presented an ideal application for the 
scintillation spectrometers, since there were only a fexv, xvell 
established, particles emitted, requiring energy discrimination for 
observing their coincidences. 
This chapter will describe how two crystals were used to 
establish the coincidence relations and thereby establish the decay 
scheme. It shows the crystals are extremely useful tools for coin-
cidence measurements, as evidenced by the ease with which they make 
measurements that ha.ve been found quite difficult to make using 
gelgers and depending upon absorbtion curves for energy determina-
tions. 
Prior .State of,. Knowledge, 
The decay scheme of Cel41 has been the subject of three 
It recent, concurrent, publications. (1-3) These show good general 
agreement, but differ widely In detail. In all cases, the sources 
l\ xvere prepared bv Irradiating natural cerium xvith neutrons from a 
5! 
I pile. Since natural cerium 1B a mixture of isotopes, the result 
! 
jl of neutron irradiation of the spectroscoplcally pure cerium yields 
j; a mixture: 
' i 
'* i 
r'l ^ 
42 3 
Hi 
14C day Ce 139 (very weak) (5) j:? 
30 day Ce 141 U 
36 hr. Ce 143 \'i 
The short-lived Ce 143 decays by beta emission to Pr 143 xvhich has 
a 19-day half-life,, xvith the emission of only a 932 kev beta (4). 
Letting the Ce 143 die out and chemically removing the resulting 
Praeseodymlum leaves almost pure Ce 141. 
The decay scheme proposed by Shepherd (l) is sketched in 
Fig. 4-1. It Is based on measurements he made on unseparated Ce 141 
and Pr 143 In a thin lens magnetic spectrograph. His Kurle plot 
showed three distinct betas above 175 kev and conversion lines 
corresponding to a gamma of 141 kev. The beta endpoints and their 
lifetimes are: 
930 kev 15 days (assigned to Pr 143) 
560 " 32 '• ,r " Ce 141 
410 l! 32 " " " Ce 141 
He found a beta to be coincident with the conversion line of the 
gamma by operating his spectrograph in coincidence xvith a geiger 
counter (hence no energy discrimination). Branching ratio and con-
version ratio were determined by measuring the areas under the beta 
spectrum. 
The decay scheme proposed by Ter Pogossian et al (2) Is 
shown in Fig. 4-2. They confirm the presence of the above txvo betas 
and one gamma by measurements in a magnetic spectrograph and in 
;;j addition they measured photoelectrons emitted by the Ce 141 from an 
uranium radiator. This showed the photo lines corresponding to 
gamma energies of 146 kev, 315 kev and a fex.; weaker lines that 
; might possibly correspond to gammas of 109 kev and 195 kev. The 
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beta spectrum gave a gently curving Fermi plot that they xvere able 
to interpret as the three betas shown in their decay scheme. They 
I looked for gamma-gamma coincidences without finding any, and they 
looked for beta-gamma coincidences at various beta energies, using 
\ gelger counters and absorbers. They found these at beta energies 
beloxv 250 kev only, using resolving times as long as 10 micro-
seconds. As a result, they propose the scheme shown, with the 145 
kev level metastable for at least 10~u seconds. 
The decay scheme proposed by Mandevllle and Shapiro (3) Is 
shown In Fig. 4-3. They made absorbtion measurements xvith geiger 
counters, finding a 440 kev beta, 130 kev gamma and. a much weaker 
420 kev gamma. Coincidences measurements showed the beta coinci-
dent xvith the gamma, so they interpreted the hard gamma as an im-
purity and proposed the scheme shown. 
The similarity among these three schemes is seen to be for-
tuitous in many respects, since the reasoning is based on contra-
dictory coincidence data. A 
Reason for the Present. Inye.stigatiop 
The disagreement among the previous investigators over which 
betas are coincident with xvhich gammas clearly shows the need for 
further investigation of the radiations from this Isotope. The 
\ difficulty experienced xvith the coincidence measurements is probably t 
\\ due to loxv efficiencies and lack of energy discrimination inherent 
Si 
tain t h e i r d e t e c t o r s . 
\\ 
5s The scintillation spectrometer is especially suited to de-
v; termining coincidences among a small number of betas and gammas 
t f 
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such as are present in this case, so it was applied looking at the 
beta spectra coincident xvith the knoxvn gammas. 
141 If P r' This second example (Ce - Ta being first) was chosen 
to illustrate the use of this equipment in usual decay schemes -
where It is very good for clearing up ambiguities. The first case 
xvas chosen to find the limits of the instrument and In hope that 
clarification xvould be possible. Success there xvas only partial 
(though significant). 
ti 
hi 
) A 
a 
EXPerlmental. Procedure 
Natural cerium oxide that had been irradiated for 30 days In 
the Oak Ridge pile was used for the following investigation. Its 
gamma spectrum X'ras measured before doing any chemical x^ ork on It, 
giving the spectrum shox»Tn in Fig. 4-4. The efficiency of the 10 mm. 
Nal crystal used for trie measurement lo sketched belox«r, Fig. 4-5, 
to Indicate its efficiency for detectlnr the known 146 and 315 kev 
gammas as well as any weaker ones that might be present. This 
curve is interrreted as Indicating there are no higher gammas, but 
there might be one around 100 kev, since the 146 kev peak seems to 
be shifted that xvay somewhat. 
Because the 315 line shoxved up so xvesk, this spectrum was 
repeated xvith a lead absorber triat made the d.etector relatively 
much more sensitive to the higher energy line than it was before , 
c-lving the spectrum shown in Fig. 4-6. The sensitivity of the 
c 
10 mm. Nal crystal xvhen shielded, by 940 mg/cm Pb is sketched In 
Fig. 4-5. Using these knoxvn sensitivities, the ratio in intensity 
of the 146 kev line to the 315 lev line x;as measured at 4.0 J: .5, 
i 
•• L- ~<f\t> i.T.lfcMf-'^ uwcu. •» «)-"» *rnzi,mv\i*' 
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W 
xvith no allowance for conversion. This value represents the ratio 
of the areas under the two peaks, averaged over four runs with 
different thicknesses of absorber. Included In the calculation 
there is an allowance for the contribution to the loxver peak due 
to Compton interaction of the 31.5 kev gamma. Using the conversion 
ratios found by the other investigators (0.20 for 145 kev gamma, 
less than 0.02 for the 315 kev), this ratio In Intensity betxveen 
the two gammas is computed to be 4.8 i .6. 
To measure the beta spectra coincident xvith these peaks, the 
equipment was arranged as sketched in Fig:. 4—7, xvith 3 mm. anthra-
cene crystal on one detector and 10 mm. Nal crystal xvith 210 mg. Al 
absorber on the other detector. The sample as received from Oak 
Ridge was held for eight half-lives of the Ce 143, so that It xvas 
allowed to die out completely, and then It was chemically separated 
from the Pr 143 that had. grown In, giving a sample of pure Ce 141. 
The chemical procedure Is described in an Appendix. Solutions of 
the separated Ce 141 were evaporated on thin nylon films to give a. 
variety of source strengths. 
The beta detector xvas set up to deflect the scope beam, xvhile 
| the gamma detector, through the pulse height selector, intensified 
I it. In order to obtain a high true-to-chance ratio, and also in 
;i order not to overload, the amplifier, a very weak source was used. 
This in turn required the use of the camera for recording the loxv 
j! rate of coincidences. The data obtained are given in Table 4-1 and 
|| plotted in Fig. 4-7. 
Gamma-gamma coincidences xvere found to be absent betxveen the 
•a 
;;! txvo gamma p e a k s xvhen t h e same s e t - u p was modi f i ed , t o have two Nal 
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Figure h-7. Coincidence data in Ce 1^1. Scale drawing of geometry used 
and Fingles rate of beta detector sketched in for reference. 
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crystals operating in coincidence, but separated by the lead 
shield., as shown In Fig. 2-9. 
Assuming three betas to be present, their relative intensi-
ties were estimated by constructing three allowed Kuri e plots with 
end points of 560, 414 and 245 kev and adjusting their intensities 
so that they xvould match the experimentally determined spectrum. 
These spectra are sketched in Fig. 4-8, with their sum and the three 
points of adjusting the match shown. This xvas found to match the 
experimental spectrum very closely, ctoxvn to the. point xvhere the 
conversion lines from the 146 kev gamma cause some departure. The 
graphically measured ratios of area of these three computed spectra 
are 65-219-567. This measurement is fairly inaccurate, and its 
probable error Is not knoxvn. 
Each spectrum was commited from the expression, for the 
allowed shape 
I—^ * ° 
N(e) = A e \l ec~± (eQ - e) ~ 
In xvhich e represents the total erergy In mc~ units (but plotted In 
units of kev kinetic energy), e0 is the knoxvn beta end point In mc 
and A Is a constant adjusted to match the experimental data. The 
difference if a forbidden shape had. been used has not been deter-
mined but it probably would not matter much. 
The coincidences xvith the loxv and the hit'h side of the 14S 
kev peak xvere measured separately because of the possibility that 
this peak is really composed of txvo separate, but nearly equal, 
gamma energies- The beta spectrum coincld.ent xvith one side is the 
same as the beta spectrum coincident xvith the other, xvithin exoeri-
mental limits. This does not prove, but it suggests, that the "W?(* i t ^i-Ttf ' ^"V^£f*"-\fy C*<T*,-7i^.*.'lT-Jti*J—'My*. w n » ^ (*r«wnt — % 
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TABLE 4-1 
Coincidence data from Ce 141 
IS 
Energy range 
1 
0-
45 
Singles rate 
counts/sec. 
Measured 
chance rate 
$\ counts/500 
noise 
14.3 
gam 
Coincidences 
xvith 315 kev 
gamma, backgr. 
removed 
Coincidences 
with upper half 1279 
of 146 kev peak 
bkgd. rer.ioved 
Coincidences 
xvith lower half 
of 146 kev peak 
bkgd. removed 
423 
2 
45-
90 
84 
38 
1299 126 
o 61 
125 
90-
lo5 
42 
.14 
44 
20 
135-
180 
10 
24 
8 
180-
225 
.06 
0 
26 
D 
225-
>15 
315-
360 
.04 .04 .01 
0 0 0 
"0 2 
1 0 
9 
360-
405 
28.5 23.9 19.4 15.0 12.0 
01 
0 
0 
0 
The beta detector's pulses xvere displayed on the scope face 
Photograp.hic film Indicated position of beam at time it xvas inten-
sified by pulse of particular height registered In the gamma de-
tector. The dots thus forsiied on the photographic film have been 
divided into nine groups of equal energy range and manually 
i.:! c o u n t e d . N 
48 \i 
h3 
ii gamma peak Is caused by a single gamma energy. 
_!' Quantitative measurements of the number of coincidences were 
l\ not made. Attention was directed toxvards the shaoe of the beta 
£ i 
r ' 
•'', curves and. the desirability of checks on the efficiency of detection 
• \ 
!![ was overlooked. 
:! 
\\ Summary of Resu l t s 
The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of these measurements i s summarised in 
ja the form of the decay scheme proposed in F ig . 4 -9 . The branching 
tj 
•; r a t i o s for the be t a s i s a compromise between the- v^lue ob ta ined 
';, i 
sj from the gamma ratio and the value obtained from the constructed. 
,| Kurle plots. The foinner gives 5§% for the low energy branch and 
j the latter gives about 7&o. Either of these figures has a possible 
error of perhaps 2% (i.e., the lowest energy beta probably lies 
betxveen 4 and 9% of the total beta emission). 
The energy levels of Tcr Pogossian are confirmed by positive 
coincidence measurements. This of course contradicts his hypothe-
sized metastable state, which certainly does not exist. 
The branching ratio between the 525 kev beta and the loxver 
energy betas that was observed in this work differs quite a bit from 
that observed by Sheoherd. In both cases the ratio was obtained bv 
a matching the observed, spectrum xvith allowed Fermi plots, except 
*
!
 IP 
'I! Shepherd's soectrail contained a large amount of the Pr 143 930 kev :$ •j beta which had to be subtracted by the assumed F -rni plot before 
.,! analyzing it Into t^o more betas of Ce 141. It xvas because of this, 
'Si 
I • 
i undoubtedly, that he missed the presence of the remaining beta at \\ 
1
 245 kev. 
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The be ta 3pectr« obtained in coincidence xvith the Ind iv idua l 
gammas are seen to have the expected shape a t energies above 100 
kev, but belox; t h a t , the coincidence counting r a t e s r i s e to much 
higher values than expected. This I s due In pa r t to noise p lus 
x- rays , but there i s some fur ther source of loxv energy pu l ses coin-
cident xvith the gamma for which no explanat ion has been found. 
This region i s so close- to t ibe noise tha t I t has been avoided in 
most of t h i s work. 
From the branching r a t i o s fjv the be t a s , the p a r t i a l l i f e -
times for each have been computed and sho'«rn in F ig . 4-9. Beneath 
the p a r t i a l l i f e t i m e i s l i s t e d the corresponding log f t . va lue , 
as read, from T r i g g ' s t a b l e s . These values a l l correspond to f i r s t 
forbidden t r a n s i t i o n s , r equ i r i ng a p a r i t y change and a spin change 
of 0, -± 1, - 2, according to the Fermi-Tellei ' s e l e c t i o n r u l e s ( 6 ) . 
Using Mrs. Mayer's one p a r t i c l e model of the nucleus as the 
guide, spin values have been assigned to thece l e v e l s t h a t conform 
to the above cond i t ions . According to theorxr, the 245 kev be ta 
xvould have a forbidden shape, but t h i s xvould be almost impossible 
to confirm, because i t i s obtained only a f t e r sub t r ac t ing txvo other 
b e t a s . 
is 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IV 
Separation of pure CcQg from mixture of CeOg and PfOo__ 
The irradiated sample was received in the form of a powder 
that htid evidently been strongly heated. It was boiled two hours 
in a small amount of concentrated sulfuric acid, which did not 
dissolve It but converted it partially to sulfates. The residue 
was then boiled in water, which dissolved out about a third of the 
activity. 
The water solution xvas precipitated by add in"- excess ammonia. 
forming Ce and Pr hydroxides. These hydroxides were dissolved in 
jjj 9* cc. cone nitric acid, centrlfuged to remove cloudiness and the 
I solution heated to 100° C. 7 g ammonium nitrate was dissolved 
in 
\\ in the hot solution and it xvas thpn cooled to Ice temperature to 
precipitate (NH^gCeCNO^Jg, leaving the Pv and pome Ce in solution. 
The precipitate was washed, well x-rlth cold, fresh solution 
of ammonium nitrate In concentrated nitric acid, redissolving 90^ 
of the precipitated Cerium. The remaining crystals were found to 
be free of Pr when the characteristic hard betas vere looked for. 
They xvere then dissolved in water, xvhich xvas found not to evaporate 
| -rhen a film was desired, due to the hygroscopic nature of this 
a 
cerium salt To get a dry, thin, uniform deposit, the cerium vas 
i 
1
 then precipitated by adding ammonia to give a voluminous, floccu-
lent precipitate xvhich could bo spread on the nylon film while wei 
and xvould dry ti give the desired thin dry film of active material. 
-a 
-.-Vi .vr-
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